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(My Darling I sent along what I had by Miss Weed & Miss Elder when they went to the 
concert so that it would get to you on Wednesday if possible & had to terminate it rather 
suddenly but I wrote up to the last moment.)  I crawled all through over the second[,] third & 
fourth hall floors but didn’t find the slightest sign of a program there & then got out as quietly.  
Craig did the same & likewise found not a thing above the first floor_  Then I went to my 
room[,] put on some dry clothes[,] read the thing carefully & then went to the lab to wait till 
morning & watch the dormitory from my window for future developments.  It was now after four 
oclock.  I sat there & read a little but not much for I wanted to be pretty sure that nothing took 
place there that I didn’t see.  It was certain that few if any programmes were to be found about 
outside.  If the boys had any they must be some that had been freshly distributed & we could thus 
trace them to their source.  After an hour or so the boys began to slide out & at 6 oclock they had 
appeared in numbers but there was no token of unusual excitement & they evidently were not 
“on it” yet.  Then the breakfast bell rang & they went to breakfast but there was for a long time 
no sign that the thing was out till at last I spotted a boy going along reading on to his comrade.  It 
was the only one I saw & then after the last man had gone I went to breakfast.  I had meant to 
search their rooms[,] at least the suspicious ones[,] but there was no way to do this unobserved & 
I was unwilling to get caught sneaking into their rooms_ & hated to do it on the sly at all_  At 
breakfast it was apparent that the boys were aware that something was up and equally apparent 
that they didn’t know much what it was_  All the morning the programs were in the greatest 
demand but the edition was terribly small[,] only three copies_  The boys tho’t Pat had gotten 
hold of them but they couldn’t  beg or hire him to disgorge_  When Dr Smart arrived he agreed 
with me that would be a good plan to investigate the matter at once & so we hawled up the boys 
& pumped them all that had or knew anything about Programmes.  We were soon convinced that 
there weren’t any in circulation of any consequence & that we had put a head on the thing as it 
were & effectually stop it.  We must now insure that the programmes are not sent out during the 
evening in the audience & also we must catch the offenders__  The profs were all urged to be on 
the watch all day & all the evening & they did so & not another program was put into circulation.  
We at once took measures also to find out who did the thing & feel pretty sure who at least one 
of the men who left the building and went to Lafayette late Thursday night was.  We are still at 
work on that.  I was at it all day Saturday & it filled up all my spare time.  I won’t try to tell you 
that story but it is lots of fun to be ferretting out these things & I believe that in time I could get 
up quite a fondness for this sort of business__  There I guess that is all I had better tell you about 
it.  I know that you are fond of detective stories but I can’t I fear handle a detective story after 
you have gotten used to such writers as Gaboreiau [Émile Gaboriau] or whatever you spell it. 
       I am in the throes of composition.  I put off writing the Millet article till so late that I am 
now feeling it.  It is a very interesting subject to me & perhaps if you are good I will let you read 
the article but I wont give you a dose now for I know that would completely turn you against my 
letters & you are bad enough now_   

Do you know I have gotten rid of one thing[?]  I dreaded playing for the choir on 
Commencement Sunday.  I asked Miss Thompson to do it & she fussed about a good deal but 
finally consented to think about it so I guess she is all right.  I had dreaded that but didn’t see any 
way out till I hit upon that.  I get along without spoiling everything on week days but I don’t like 
to try acting like that.  When you get here we will have you play the chapel (cabinet) organ & be 
variously useful.  Won’t it be nice to have you here sometime.  I guess you will soon begin to get 



one of my fits over these letters.  You see how it is now.  I wouldn’t do it if I could help it.  I 
don’t want you to see how it is yourself but before I have had duties I could slight.  Now I can’t 
slight the things at all.  I calligraphed my Millet article till 11:30.  A student[,] Mr Windle[,] 
came in early in the evening & interrupted your letter.  He wanted some talk on the subject of his 
drawing & how to do it & so one & I always give all the help I can_  Now I must stop to get this 
into the afternoon mail.  With deepest love 
               Harry_ 


